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F1 – Pitcher
F2 – Catcher
F3 – 1st Base Fielder
F4 – 2nd Base Fielder
F5 – 3rd Base Fielder
F6 – Shortstop
F7 – Left Fielder
F8 – Center Fielder
F9 – Right Fielder

R2

Batter-Runner

F7

F2

F1

F3
F6 F4

F5

F9

F8
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Batter-Runner – player, who just batted and is running, until that play ends.
R1 – Runner who started at 1st base
R2 – Runner who started at 2nd base
R3 – Runner who started at 3rd base

PU – Plate Umpire
U1 – 1st Base Umpire
U2 – 2nd Base Umpire
U3 – 3rd Base Umpire

R1

B

U1

PU

D

C

A

A Position – Umpire position at 1st Base
B Position – Umpire position at 2nd Base
C Position – Umpire position behind SS
D Position – Umpire position at 3rd Base

Terms of Art
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Ball (Plate)         Strike (Plate)          Safe (Base)         Out (Base)         Time (Plate)         Foul (Base)

The Basic Six is used to teach six basic umpire signals and is used to teach muscle memory.

Basic Six
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The slot is the area between the batter and the 
catcher and is the space used by the plate 
umpire to visually track pitches to determine 
balls and strikes.

Slot
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Slot 
Area
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Working the Slot
Heel-Toe

Heel-Toe Slot, Gerry Davis, Scissors
The Western Region teaches the Heel-Toe Slot stance 
and the Gerry Davis stance, but as instructors/leaders, 
you may be asked questions about other stances.  Be 
prepared to answer the why’s of the heel-toe slot 
stance versus other stances.
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Scissors
While umpires are free to use the stance of their choosing, the scissors was
banned by the NCAA beginning with the 2015-16 season. The reason given…

“After research, the scissor stance for plate umpires will no longer be
approved by the SUP. This stance puts the umpires in greater jeopardy to
sustain a possible injury when hit by a foul ball. It also has shown a greater
inconsistency in strike zones across the country. One of this years focus
points is strike zone accuracy. Umpires should to be in the slot, head height
should be at the top of the strike zone and no lower than the top of the
catcher’s helmet.

Terms of Art
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The Western Region also teaches the Gerry Davis stance.
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All of the stances require you to position your head in the slot in order to see the outside 
corner. It is imperative that you are able to see the outside corner of the plate with an 
unobstructed line of vision of the ball from the pitcher’s release point through the strike 
zone to the catcher’s glove.

Working the Modified Gerry Davis Stance
The Western region will be teaching a modified Gerry Davis stance, whereby we will utilize all of 
the aspects of the heel/toe slot stance, with the exception of the wrap arm.  In order to 
establish a firm, steady base, we will place our hands above our knees and lock the elbows in 
order to create a consistent head height.

“One of the things that's most important (as 
an umpire) is you look at every pitch exactly the 
same way/' Davis said. “The way to do that is to 
have head height exactly the same every time. The 
only way you can ensure your head height is 
exactly the same is to have it locked in, by arms 
being locked on knees. That way, your head is the 
same height all the time. Your arms lock your 
head in a certain height. Those are the most 
important things to being a consistent plate 
umpire, so that's what 1 started doing.“

- Gerry Davis
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Using your eyes to properly track pitches longer and redirecting your eyes properly on 
force plays will guarantee good timing and more accurate calls.

The proper use of eyes is the key to good timing, and timing is the
single most important factor in calling pitches and plays correctly. On
pitches, it is critical that you track the pitch from the time it leaves the
pitcher’s hand until it reaches the catcher’s mitt. If you observe the
pitch only as far as the plate area, you will be deprived of some valuable
information about the ball’s flight that can help determine your call.

When making calls at a base where there is an out call, it is critical that
the umpire shifts his eyes from the base to the fielder’s glove to
ascertain firm and secure possession before declaring the runner out,
this is also known as status of the ball. Leaving this step out will create
poor timing which will often result in missed calls or calls which have to
be changed.

Proper Use of Eyes, Tracking, Timing
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This is one of the most important concepts in umpiring.
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• The point of (home) plate is the starting
position from which the plate umpire will
read and evaluate the type play that is
imminent.

• It is located 10-12 feet from the physical
point of home plate on an imaginary line
drawn directly from the rubber through the
point to the backstop.

• From this starting position, the plate umpire
will adjust either to his right or left to
develop angle and distance for the ensuing
play.

Point of Plate
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First base line extended (1BLE) is an imaginary line
representing an extension of the first base foul line 8-10 feet
into foul territory. For some umpires, this is the preferred
position for collision plays at the plate when the catcher is
attempting to block the runner off the plate. This position
enables the umpire to see the ball, the tag attempt, and the
aftermath of the play.
In many other situations it is the preferred position for
fair/foul decisions when a runner is attempting to score from
third base or a bunt is close to the line near the plate.

Third base line extended (3BLE) is an imaginary line
representing an extension of the third base foul line 8-10
feet into foul territory. For some umpires, this is the
preferred position for swipe tag plays at the plate when the
catcher will be reaching to tag the runner rather than
blocking him off the plate. This position enables the umpire
to see the mitt, to verify the tag, and to see the runner
touching the plate.

Terms of Art
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The Wedge, by definition, is created by the point at which the tag is
applied to the runner and the area the umpire needs to be in, so that
he is at a 90 degree angle between the tag and the runner being
tagged.

• With a tag play inevitable at the plate, the umpire must be “on a string”
with the catcher, so that the umpire is no more than 6’ – 8’ away from the
catcher. If the catcher moves, the umpire moves with him.

• As the catcher moves, the umpire stays in a position just off of the
catcher’s plate-side hip. This will keep the umpire in the wedge area.

• If the umpire is not within the wedge as the play occur (tag on runner),
there is a good chance that either the runner or the fielder will block the
umpire’s view of the tag.

• Working the wedge area puts the umpire in position to be 90 degrees
from the tag play as the tag is applied.

• In most cases, the umpire is moving as the play develops, even at the
point the play occurs – always fighting for the 90 degrees view of the tag
application.

• Learning to work the Wedge takes time and will initially seem very
awkward because most umpires are not used to:

o getting so close to the catcher and the play
o moving into fair territory
o continuing to move (working the wedge has the umpire constantly

changing as the tag play develops)

Working the Wedge

90 degrees from the tag play

Terms of Art

This mechanic is considered advanced and is part of a demonstration 
at the WR Weeklong Umpire Academy 23
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The drop step and the technique used in opening your 
gate are identical. These are two different terms that 
describe the same footwork. This footwork is used by 
the plate umpire to avoid a catcher in pursuit of a foul 
pop-up, wild pitch, or passed ball. 
It will also be used by the base umpire when he/she is working on the first 
base foul line (1) to acquire proper angle for a fair/foul decision when the 
ball lands beyond him and (2) to clear the pathway of the first baseman in 
pursuit of a ground ball between him and the foul line, or, when he/she is 
in pursuit of a fly ball in foul territory. The drop step can be used by either 
umpire anywhere on the field as the first step to align you to move to a 
new direction.

The technique: You simply keep one foot on the ground turning (pivoting) 
on the ball of that foot as you lift and swing the opposite foot back. Where 
you land that free foot swinging back will depend on where you need to 
position it in order to square your body to the ensuing play.

Catcher

Batter

Umpire In Set

Drop Step

Drop Step – Opening the Gate
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• The library describes the area
approximately two-thirds of the way from
home plate to third base in foul territory 6-
8 feet off the line.

• From the library, the plate umpire “reads”
the location of the ball, the progress of the
runner(s), the positioning of fielders, and
the quality of the throw.

• When both ball and runner are headed for
that base, a play is developing and the
umpire moves into position developing
angle and distance from his position in the
library.

Library
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There are three base umpire positions in a 
two person crew on the 60 ft field…

Umpire Positioning
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In the example to the right, if the umpire takes
the “wrong” path in getting an angle to make a
call at third base, there is the possibility that
the umpire could be straightlined by the
runner.

This would occur if the tag is made at third and
the umpire could not see the play because the
runner’s body was in the way.

Remember – angle over distance. In this case
(“wrong” angle), the umpire was straightlined
because he/she gained distance, but did not
get the proper angle.

An umpire is said to have been straightlined if a runner or a fielder blocks the 
umpires view of a play.

Straightlined
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As a rule, you should establish the proper angle to the
play first then acquire the appropriate distance. In
other words, angle before distance.
The proper angle for all force plays is 900 unless the
umpire is working first base with no runner on and the
throw is originating from the right side. Proper distance
for force plays is 15-20 feet.
For tag plays, the umpire must secure a position a lot
closer because a tag is applied to a very specific part of
the runner's body. The umpire must be able to see the
exact point on the body where the tag was applied. The
recommended distance for tag plays is 8-10 feet.

Proper positioning consists of the proper angle to the play and the proper 
distance from the play. 

Angle/Distance
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Standing Set
There will be times when it is
not practical for the base
umpire to assume a hands on
knees set position (e.g. during
a run down, the front end of a
double play, anytime
subsequent play is possible on
another runner, when the play
does not allow you time to get
into a hands on knees set
position, and any time it is
necessary to move to another
position on the field following
the call). When this happens, it
is recommended that you
assume a standing set position.

The Western Region does not teach
going back to hands-on-knees set on the
small field.

Hands-on-Knees Set
When the pitcher engages
the rubber, the base umpire
shall go into the hands on
knees set position and stay
focused on the pitcher until
the pitch is eminent. Once
the pitch is eminent, the
base umpire shall redirect
his/her attention to the
batter.

Hands on Knees and Standing Set
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The purpose of the pivot is to, change direction at any point on the field while on the move, and get you into position to make 
the next call. When performing a pivot, it is the planting of the front foot and a coordinated turn of the body around that fixed 
point enabling the umpire to establish a new path. Though the pivot is most frequently used at first base by the base umpire, this 
footwork can be used by any umpire. 

Step 1
Plant left foot, approximately parallel with foul line.

Step 2
Plant right foot perpendicular to the foul line and begin rotation of 
body to be parallel with foul line.

Step 2a
Immediately after planting your right foot for step 2, pivot on the balls 
of the left foot so that it is also perpendicular to the foul line.

Step 3
Drop step your left foot towards second base – toe should be pointed 
towards the baseline in between 1st base and 2nd base at the 
completion of this step.

Step 4
Use a crossover step with your right foot to head towards second base 
or to where the play takes you.

Pivot
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• The working area is an imaginary
rectangle located approximately 10-12
feet behind the pitcher's mound and is
15-18 feet long and 3-4 feet wide.

• From this area the base umpire is able
to move to any position to perform
his/her responsibilities and to develop
the proper angle and position as plays
develop.

Working Area
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• The “pane of glass” refers to an imaginary
line that runs second base line extended and
through foul territory on the opposite side of
1st base.

• It is used to describe the separation of
responsibilities for the fair/foul decision for
all balls that go towards 1st base.

• In a 2-man crew, all balls that break the pane
of glass, no matter where they cross into or
out of the fair/foul territory, are the
responsibility of the base umpire when the
base umpire is in the A position (only).

Pane of Glass
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At the first base bag itself, the pane of glass sits on the front of the base (plate-side).
Pane of Glass

34

Since the pane of glass is on the front
(plate-side) of 1st base, any balls that
bounces off of the home plate side of 1st

base will be the responsibility of the
base umpire since the pane of glass has
been broken.

Terms of Art

Pane of Glass

Pane of Glass

PBUC Manual 2017
If the ground ball is hit down the 1st base line in the vicinity of 1st base, the base umpire must stay on the line until the
ball is touched (or passes 1st base) because the base umpire has fair/foul responsibility at and beyond 1st base while the 
plate umpire has this responsibility until the ball reaches 1st base.
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• The imaginary box is a reference mark and a cue. Home plate
constitutes one corner of that square and it runs to the 30’ foot
lines and to the front of the 10’ circle around the pitchers
mound.

• It is most useful when the base umpire is working in foul
territory with no runner on base. It alerts the base umpire that
a throw originating from that area will require the fielder at
first to stretch toward home to receive the thrown ball. In
order to reach a desired 90° angle, the base umpire will need
to advance beyond normal 1, 2 or 3 step process.

• This angle will enable him to see the fielder's foot, the ball in
the glove, and to avoid an overthrow.

• Sometimes the umpire will need to move all the way up into the
base line between first and second when the throw is
originating from the immediate area of home plate or directly
up the foul line.

Imaginary Box
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Runner’s Lane
Refers to the area referenced in rule 6.05(j), 
which states that if a batter-runner runs outside 
of this 3 foot lane that starts halfway to first 
base (30 feet), the batter-runner is subject to be 
called out for interference if in the umpire’s 
judgment, the batter-runner did, in fact, cause 
interference with the fielder taking the throw at 
first base.

30 Foot Line
The 30 foot line is not only the starting point of 
the runner’s lane, but it also is used to delineate 
areas of responsibility.  For all batter-runner tag 
plays that occur prior to the start of the 30 foot 
line, the plate umpire has full responsibility.

Runner’s Lane/30 Foot Line
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• Rather than reacting to the batted ball as players do, 
the umpire must hesitate momentarily giving him the 
time needed to assess the situation (PAUSE). 

• To assess the situation, the umpire must observe two 
factors: the location of the baseball and the reactions 
of the fielders (READ). 

• After reading these cues, the umpire makes a 
determination whether to go out or to come in 
(REACT).

Pause/Read/React
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Briefly stated, it is simply a technique to help the umpire define potential trouble
and take responsibility for plays in the outfield, if necessary.
When the base umpire is in the “A” position and it is necessary to read fielders to
define trouble, he/she will need to step forward with his left foot while turning on
the ball of his right foot squaring his body to the field of play (read step). From this
position he/she will make his assessment, his read. We encourage the base umpire
to verbally communicate to his partner that he/she is going out; but once he/she
turns his back to the plate, he/she has, in essence, gone out and the plate umpire
should react accordingly. Proper terminology is simply "I'm going out!".
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Early play recognition enables the umpire to identify potentially tough calls in the outfield in a 
timely manner and provides an opportunity for him to improve his position for those potential 
plays. This is especially important in the two-umpire system where only two people are 
responsible for all the possible plays throughout the field. Following are some relevant cues that 
define potential trouble and would require the umpire to "go out" or advance "as far as the play 
will allow" to secure a better position:

• Any batted ball down the right field line that requires a fair/foul decision; - Right fielder going
to the line.

• Any batted ball that has a chance of leaving the playing field in flight or after bouncing;
• An outfielder is running hard in (catch below waist) to field a batted ball in flight (tough

chance);
• Two or more fielders are converging on a fly ball when there is doubt who might actually

make the play or a collision is possible.

Trouble Balls
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Pressure is the criterion used to identify the situations in which the base umpire should position 
himself in foul territory for plays at first base.  When the throw originates from the right side, the 
majority of plays should be taken in fair territory 2-3 steps off the foul line.  However, there will 
be times that the umpire experiences pressure and needs to move into foul territory for the play 
at first base.  Three conditions illustrate pressure:

1. A position 2-3 steps in fair territory would put the umpire and the line of the second
baseman's the throw.

2. A position 2-3 steps in fair territory would put the umpire in a position that would make it
impossible for him to see the second baseman's release of the throw and a play at first
without abrupt head movement.

3. On a batted ball fielded by the first baseman, a position 2-3 steps in fair territory would put
the first baseman between the umpire and the pitcher covering and block the view of the
play at first.

Pressure
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In many situations, the same umpire will have multiple responsibilities (e.g. runners touching 
bases, tag-ups on fly balls, obstruction, and interference). For this to be accomplished, he/she 
must watch the ball and glance at the runner(s). The terms watch and glance are important. The 
priority is clearly the ball.

In the two-umpire system, it is very important that you know the status of the baseball and the runner(s) at all times. The 
technique used to accomplish this requires the umpire to divide his attention between the ball and the runner(s). Watching the 
ball and reading the fielder will provide an early cue as to what play possibilities exist. The term watch implies that he/she spends 
more time reading the ball than glancing at the runner(s). This is not meant to downplay the importance of observing the 
runner(s). It is critically important that the umpire divides his attention properly and focuses his attention momentarily on the 
runner(s) at the appropriate times (e.g. when a runner is approaching a base or nearing a fielder).
Example: No runner on and a base hit directly to the left fielder. The base umpire will hustle into the infield watching the ball as 
he/she busts in. Watching the ball will tell him whether the ball was fielded cleanly or got by the fielder. After reaching the 
appropriate point, he/she will pivot and glance at the batter-runner as he/she approaches and passes first base and the fielder 
determining whether or not the base was legally touched and if any obstruction or interference occurred. The umpire then 
returns his attention to the ball and reads where the fielder is going to throw it. Once that is determined, he/she glances back at 
the batter-runner to determine whether or not he/she is advancing to the next base or returning to the one he/she just passed. 
Depending on the play, the umpire will either advance into play position at second and set for the imminent play; or, he/she will 
stop and build an angle back into first for a potential play there.

Watch the Ball, Glance at the Runner
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This mechanic is possible plate umpire 
covers 3rd base) anytime the ball is put 
into play with a runner at 1st base or 
runners at 1st and 3rd base... UNLESS 
the plate umpire has FAIR/FOUL fly ball 
decision to make involving a ball hit to 
the RIGHT side of the field.

The FIRST TO THIRD Drill is designed to teach the Student Field and Plate Umpires proper 
mechanics to make the best possible decision on plays involving a Runner from 1st base possibly 
advancing to 3rd base when the ball is put into play. 

I’ve got third if 
he comes (x2)

I’ve got third!

Terms of Art
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Instructors should look for five (5) key elements
 (1) Signaling a possible TIMING PLAY situation to his/her partner
 (2) Reads the play and then moves to a position in foul territory to allow

him/her to see the touch of R2 ( or any Runner, other than the BR) at 3rd Base
 (3) Returns to a position behind the Plate (Point of Plate, 3rd base extended,

or 1st base extended) to allow him/her to 'Line Up' the possible out at the
base and the runner from 3rd base crossing the plate

 (4) WAIT for the Field Umpire's call at the base, then make a determination
whether the run(s) will count or not, based  on what he/she saw at the time of
the play

 (5) Make the proper 'Hand Sign' and 'Verbal' to award the run or disallow the
run.

Run scores! 
Run scores!  

Score that run!

Terms of Art

The TIMING PLAY Drill is designed to teach the student field umpire and student plate umpires 
proper mechanics to make the best possible decision on plays involving possible runs being 
scored due to the TIMING of outs being made on the base path. This mechanic is possible 
anytime the ball is put into play when the out count and runner advance creates the necessary
condition. Timing plays can develop from many 
'Out and Runner' combinations (far too 
numerous to mention here). This drill will use 
the following: R2, 2 Outs, and bounding ball hit 
to outfield.
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